
SEMINAR ON THE DELIGNE CONJECTURE FOR THH

PRELIMINARY VERSION

Abstract. The main objective of this series of lectures is to understand the behaviour
of THH with respect to En-structures on ring spectra. Our first aim is the study of
[BFV07] (this will probably occupy us until December).

Talk 0-14/10, Nicolas Ricka: Introductory talk.

Talk 1-14/10 Antoine Touzé: Introduction to spectra.
This lecture should introduce the ideas of a construction of a modern category of

spectra, suitable to do some brave new algebra (symmetric spectra or orthogonal spec-
tra), with emphasis on the good behaviour of the monoidal structure (smash product,
sphere spectrum, function spectrum, monoids and modules).

If the speaker has enough time, some information about the homotopy theory of
spectra would be apreciable (weak-equivalences, fibrant objects, cofibrant generation of
the model structure).

Possible references include [MMSS01], [Sch07]. (Note that the choice of the model is
not crucial for many applications, in virtue of the main result of [MMSS01], or [Sch01]
and [MM02, Chapter 1]).

Talk 2-4/11: Introduction to operads and the W -construction.
The aim of this lecture is to introduce the operadic context we need. Check that

the different points of view on operads (BFV-definition and classical one) coincide,
give the notion of algebras over operads, endomorphism operad, corresponding Schur
functor/free algebras. Try to pay special attention to the little cubes operads and
En-operads. General references: [May72],[Fre09]. Introduce:

• the tensor product of operads: definition and properties (e.g. [BV73, II, 2.19],
algebras over the tensor product ([BV73, II.3], see also [Wei11]),

• the W -construction and lifting property as needed in 1.4 ([BV73, chapter 3], see
also [Vog03]).

Talk 3-18/11: The monadic bar construction, the structure of THH.
The speaker will give all the ingredients needed to build THH. Along the way, sim-

plicial spectra ([EKMM97, X]), realization of simplicial spectra will be introduced.
Present the monadic bar construction B(R,M,L) (see[EKMM97, XII],[May72]) and

its homotopical behaviour with respect to its arguments ([EKMM97, X]). Finally, give
THH as the realization of some simplicial spectrum.
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Interpretation as a derived tensor product/function spectrum in the good cases, fol-
lowing [EKMM97]?

Talk 4-25/11: Preparations for the proof of the main theorem. The aim here is to
prepare the proof of the main result of [BFV07]. In particular, the definition of the var-
ious operads of coloured, oriented, . . . graphs should be given, as well as the relationship
between these objects.

Produce the cellular model for En (without proving that it is En), maybe following
[Ber97]’s ideas.

Talk 5-? December: Cover the rest of the paper and prove the main results, recol-
lecting results from previous talks.
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